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Preprint 

A scientific manuscript made public by authors without peer 

review

Preprint server

A platform for preprint distribution
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ArXiv: preprints in physics, math, and 

comp sci

•Established 1991

•Not-for-profit, funded by 

Cornell U, libraries, and the 

Simons Foundation

•2.1 million preprints

•180,000 added each year 
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Launched November 2013

Launched June  2019, co-managed with Yale University and BMJ
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Traditional publication throttles the pace of research

Traditional publication:

distribution after 

peer review

• Slow – months or years

• Pace controlled by editors 

and reviewers

• Content often paywalled

• Authors can’t update or 

correct
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Preprints accelerate the pace of research

Traditional publication:

distribution after 

peer review

• Slow – months or years

• Pace controlled by editors 

and reviewers

• Content often paywalled

• Authors can’t update or 

correct

Preprint posting:

distribution before 

peer review

• Fast – days

• Controlled by authors

• Free to all

• Rapid feedback possible

• Versioning supported

• Enables new forms of peer 

review
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•Not-for-profit, funded by CSHL and Chan Zuckerberg Initiative

•Preprints are free to post, free to read

•Manuscripts are screened to ensure compliance with submission 

requirements, but not peer-reviewed

•Only research papers (not reviews, opinion, editorials, etc)

•Revision possible any time up to journal acceptance

•Preprints are publisher/journal-independent, not a consequence of 

journal submission

•Community-based services for authors and readers, not commercial 

products or adjuncts to publications
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•Comprehensive: all of biology and medicine are covered

•Expanding: currently 216,000 preprints, with 4000 additions every 

month

•Heavily used: 9 million abstract views and 4 million downloads every 

month

•Highly cited: 329,000 citations to bioRxiv articles; 190,000 to 

medRxiv articles

•Significant impact: 284,000 social media mentions, 3000 news 

stories, high Altmetric scores
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Why scientists post preprints on bioRxiv and medRxiv

• It’s quick: 2-4 days from submission to public availability vs months or years at journals

• It’s free: zero-cost to post

• Authors control length, format, content, number of illustrations, distribution license

• Manuscript doesn’t have to be submitted to a journal first  – or ever

• Authors can claim precedence and avoid being scooped

• The preprint is free to read – with millions of potential readers worldwide

• Posting can prompt public or private feedback, collaboration, job opportunities

• Authors can correct and update the manuscript as needed, until journal acceptance

• Preprints can be submitted to a journal and will be considered for publication

• The preprint has a DOI citable in grant and job applications as evidence of productivity, and reviewers can find it online

• Discovery via indexing services is improving and expanding

• Assist in accelerating the pace of scientific research
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Rapid availability of new results 

148 days before publication in eLife

308 days before publication in Science 

65 days before publication in Nature

455 days before publication in Immunity

525 days before publication in Science

Neurobiology

Genomics

Virology

Immunology

Evolution

Posted
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• Fast, fair, and free posting within days of submission

• Freely accessible papers – long before they’re published in journals

• Discoverable and citable 

• Community feedback

• Collaboration 

Preprints make science faster, open, interactive, and collaborative

“our lab’s preprint on a more infectious SARS-CoV-2 variant 

was available on bioRxiv eight months before its journal 

publication.”

Neville Sanjana, New York University

“without this way to showcase my work, I would not have 

been able to convince search committees to give me a 

chance to present my ideas.”

Gautam Dey, EMBL

“For my big postdoc project from which I will be launching my lab, we posted (a 

preprint) and got really useful feedback. I don’t think I would have been a 

competitive faculty candidate were it not for the ability to preprint this work.”

Sara Rouhanifard, Northeastern University

"bioRxiv has been an important resource for our consortium. We released preprints 

for the first complete assemblies of chromosomes X and 8, and the feedback 

helped us grow the consortium and improve our methods/results."

Adam Phillippy, NIH
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Why scientists read preprints on bioRxiv and medRxiv

• Immediate access to the latest research 

• 70-80% of preprints are published in journals but months or years afterwards

• Meta-analyses show high concordance between preprints and published versions

• It’s free: zero-cost to read and no registration/tracking/ad exposure required

• Awareness of science from all round the world: hundreds of thousands of authors, tens of thousands of 

institutions, 200 countries

• Important research: most prolific institutions are major centers: Stanford, Oxford, Cambridge, U. 

Washington, U. Penn, UCL

• Opportunity to comment publicly or privately

• Information tools – subject-specific alerts, twitter feeds, API’s, XML repositories for text/data mining

• “Follow a preprint” feature – alerts to new versions, comments, publication

• Assistance in evaluating preprints: links to peer reviews, commentaries, media coverage, tweets 

accessible from a preprint’s page
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Preprint review initiatives

Minimalist or freeform Journal-like

Currently 4,700 peer reviews posted by 10 organizations 

on bioRxiv and medRxiv preprints
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Sharing science in the pandemic

“Never before have our daily lives hinged more upon the determinations and conclusions of scientists.”

Jacob Dykes
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Pandemic-related preprints: accelerating science & treatment

• 25,700 COVID-19-related preprints on medRxiv and bioRxiv

• Early epidemiological observations

• Structural biology

• Therapeutics (dexamethasone, HCQ, etc.)

• UCSF SARS-Cov-2 interaction network

• Viral variants

• Vaccines

• Results were published in journals on average 138 days after posting
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Pandemic-related preprints were

• Accessed more

• Cited more

• Shared more

• Published faster

• Quality of reporting in preprints 

and journal versions differs little

Does using preprints increase the risk of flawed decision-making?

• Compared 1000 epidemiological estimates in 

100 preprints with their peer-reviewed journal 

publication

• Results suggest that the reliability of data 

reported in preprints is generally high
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Progress towards the mainstream of scientific communication

“Preprints are now becoming in many ways the standard form of scientific communication. 

All of that has changed the way scientific information is assimilated and used to plan the 

next experiment.”

Jennifer Doudna, New York Times, October 12, 2020

“We have this new phenomenon...a preprint server…you have to pay attention…it gives 

you good information quickly”

Anthony Fauci, Chief Medical Advisor to the President

“I welcome the huge increase in the use of preprints by researchers to rapidly share 

emerging evidence from the many studies on COVID-19”

Soumya Swaminathan, Chief Scientist WHO

Recommending increased the use of preprint scientific reports to get out actionable 

data

Rochelle Walensky, CDC Director
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A service for institutions – tracking faculty outputs

• A collection of preprints from a specific institution

• Dates of posting and revision

• Data on usage (views and downloads)

• Data on number and source of citations

• Links to evaluations (peer reviews, comments, etc)

• Attention/impact scores

• Associated publication (journal title, DOI)

• All presented in a privately accessible dashboard

Please contact me for further information 
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Founders

bioRxiv and medRxiv: John Inglis, Richard Sever

medRxiv: Theo Bloom, Harlan Krumholz, Claire Rawlinson, Joe Ross

Content

Samantha Hindle

Sol Fereres Rapaport

Sanchari Ghosh

Dinar Yunusov

Olaya Fernandez Gayol

Product

Kevin-John Black

Marisol Muñoz

Technology Development

Ted Roeder

Joshua Sinanan

The bioRxiv and medRxiv Teams

With thanks for financial support from  
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Thank you! 

inglis@cshl.edu

Twitter: @JohnRInglis

mailto:inglis@cshl.edu


Introducing the Preprint Citation Index 
on Web of Science
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The pandemic brought increased attention to preprints

Researchers can disclose 
their findings quickly on 
preprint repositories. It 
typically takes fewer than 
5 days for a posted 
preprint to be freely 
available on a repository 
site. 

Traditional publishing 
turnaround times are 
much longer. It can take 
several months for an 
article to be published in 
a scholarly journal, 
potentially delaying 
further progress on that 
topic by other 
researchers. 

One study found that only 
5.7% of preprints on 
COVID-19 were ultimately 
published in scholarly 
journals. 2 A higher 
publication rate for 
preprints has typically 
been reported, which 
raises questions about the 
quality of this new influx 
of research. 

In the first 5 months of 
the COVID-19 pandemic, 
there was a 61.2% 
increase in the number of 
preprints posted in 
MedRxiv and bioRxiv, 
including both COVID-19 
and non-COVID-19 
preprints.1

2https://peerj.com/articles/10927/
1https://bmcmedethics.biomedcentral.com/
articles/10.1186/s12910-021-00667-7

https://peerj.com/articles/10927/
https://bmcmedethics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12910-021-00667-7
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Easily collect preprints relevant to your 
project with a single topic search across 
all repositories.

Preprint Citation Index

Helping researchers to 
discover preprints through 
Web of Science 
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Preprint Citation Index on Web of Science 

Preprint Citation Index is a new database on the Web of Science 
platform linking preprints from several repositories and 
disciplines to the trusted Web of Science ecosystem. The Preprint 
Citation Index currently covers the following repositories: 

2.5M
records at 

launch

480K 
records from 
2021 onward

 arXiv: physics, mathematics, computer science, quantitative 
biology, quantitative finance, statistics, electrical 
engineering and systems science, and economics

 bioRxiv: biology 

 medRxiv: medical, clinical, and related health sciences

 chemRxiv: chemistry and related fields

 preprints.org: multidisciplinary spanning science, social 
sciences, and arts & humanities

1.95M 
backfile records 

for discovery

20+
repositories to 

be added

1991 
backfile depth 

from arXiv 

5
repositories at 

launch
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Connect preprints to the scholarly ecosystem

Find and reference peer-
reviewed articles with 
links from preprints to 
Web of Science Core 
Collection records. 

Uncover the connections 
between unpublished, 
cutting-edge research 
and papers published in 
scholarly journals. 

Expand your view of a 
researcher’s expertise 
and place preprints in 
the context of a 
researcher’s career. 

Version of record Researcher profiles

Citations

Assess preprint quality with more data and stay up to date 

Identify trends in the 
preprint landscape with 
complete, standardized 
preprint metadata.   

Standardized metadata

Get notified when new 
preprints relevant to 
your work are added to 
the platform or a 
researcher profile. 

Alerts



Start your discovery from Web of Science records…
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…or from Web of Science Researcher Profiles…
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…and uncover preprint records. 
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2022 has seen larger 
volumes of preprints 
deposited than in the 
peak pandemic year of 
2020



Funding detail gives a greater view into preprint and publication output

A single grant 
number results in 2 
peer reviewed 
publications and 3 
preprints.
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